Duncan Woods, Mulligan’s Hollow Forestry
By Shannon Mitchell

Target Audience
8th grade students as a review of 6th grade objectives before the fall MEAP.
Unit Overview
Students will learn how to identify, measure diameter, height of trees and make observations about
undergrowth. They will then use this data to determine age and historical past of Duncan Wood’s and
Mulligan’s Hollow. From there students will research the written history of both parks. Through these
activities students will be able recognize the impact human history has had on shaping our environment
around us. Though not tested on any assessment students will have the opportunity to see some pretty big and
awe inspiring trees right in their own back yard. Which in turn will promote discussion about world forests.
Areas of Duncan Wood’s Park have 100-year-old trees and younger areas. This is due to the history of the
park. Mulligan’s Hollow is primarily a Red Pine forest planted by the CC after it was used for camps early in
Grand Haven history.

Sources Consulted
Burton V. Barnes and Warren H. Wagner, Jr. Michigan Trees: A guide to the Trees of the Great Lakes
Region(Revised and updated). 2004. University of Michigan Press
"Leaf - The Wisconsin K-12 Forestry Education Program". Wisconsin Center for Environmental Education .
September 10, 2009 <http://www.uwsp.edu/cnr/leaf/Educators/lg_original.aspx>.
Lilleskov, Erik “Trees: ID and Introduction to Their Ecological Traits:
Background History” Lab and Lecture from Forest Resources and Environmental Science Teacher Institute,
June 22, 2009
Nagel, Linda “Forest Ecology and Resources Teach Institute” Lab and Lecture from Forest Resources and
Environmental Science Teacher Institute, June 22, 2009
Rivard, Jim “Forest Measurements” Lab and Lecture from Forest Resources and Environmental Science
Teacher Institute, June 24, 2009
Seibold, David. Grand Haven - In the Path of Destiny. Spring Lake: D-2 Enterprises, 2007
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Michigan Grade Level Expectations – Learning Objectives
Students will gain a deeper appreciation for the world around them.
Students will use data gathered around them to infer impact and modifications humans have made on
the environment.
Students will ask questions about the world around them.

Social Studies
G5.1 Humans and the Environment
Describe how human actions modify the environment.
G5.1.1 Describe the environmental effects of human action on the atmosphere (air), biosphere (people,
animals, and plants), lithosphere (soil), and hydrosphere (water) (e.g., changes in the tropical forest
environments in Brazil, Peru, and Costa Rica).
G5.1.2 Describe how variations in technology affect human modifications of the landscape (e.g., clearing
forests for agricultural land in South America, fishing in the Grand Banks of the Atlantic, expansion of cities
in South America, hydroelectric developments in Canada, Brazil and Chile, and mining the Kentucky and
West Virginia).
G5.1.3 Identify the ways in which human-induced changes in the physical environment in one place can
cause changes in other places (e.g., cutting forests in one region may result in river basin flooding elsewhere;
building a dam floods land upstream and may permit irrigation in another region).
Science
L.EC.06.11 Identify and describe examples of populations,communities, and ecosystems including the Great
Lakes region.
L.EC.06.41 Describe how human beings are part of the ecosystem of the Earth and that human activity can
purposefully, or accidentally, alter the balance in ecosystems.
L.EC.06.32 Identify the factors in an ecosystem that influence changes in population size.
S.IP.05.11 Generate scientific questions about motion based on observations, investigations, and research.

Math
Math D.AN.08.01 Determine which measure of central tendency(mean, median, mode) best represents a data
set, e.g., salaries, home prices, for answering certain questions; justify the choice made.
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Lesson One – Tree Characteristics – Deciduous Trees
Time: 2 class Periods
Materials – clipboards, writing utensils, Bound Notebook
1. Number trees 1-6 on school property. Try to have a variety of trees labeled.
On our property trees that I labeled were:
• Pin Oak
• Sugar Maple
• Silver Maple
• Red Maple
• White Oak
• White Ash
2. Break students into partners.
3. Challenge students to list the characteristics of each tree with the purpose of trying to determine the
species of tree. Walk around to each group guiding them to observe how branches are arranged on
trees.
4. Students are to draw 2-3 samples of each tree.
5. Rotate students through all 6 trees.
6. All groups return to tree 1
7. At tree discuss unique characteristics including tree. Have students describe the leaf. Begin
introducing vocabulary of alternate or opposite branching, lobed, margin, toothed etc…..
8. Return to classroom
9. Formative Assessment – Design a Tree
Students will design a tree that shows the body design and leaf design. The purpose of this lesson is
to have students apply alternate, opposite, leaf shape, and whether it is simple or compound.
Prompt – Design a tree shape that demonstrates has branches as alternate or opposite. Leaves
must have a consistent margin and shape.
Rubric
Objective
Body of Tree

Leaf margin

Simple or compound
leaf

2 Points
Tree demonstrates
alternate or opposite
branching and is
labeled.
Leaf Margin labeled
and consistent
throughout tree.
Simple or compound
labeled and consistent
throughout tree.

1 Point
Tree has mixed
alternate and opposite
branching and is
labeled.
Leaf Margin labeled
and inconsistent
throughout tree.
Simple or compound
labeled and
inconsistent
throughout tree.

O points
Alternate and
Opposite not
clearly labeled on
tree
Leaf Margin not
labeled.
Simple or
compound not
labeled.

Science Objective:
S.IP.05.11 Generate scientific questions about motion based on observations, investigations, and research.
Sources: Burton V. Barnes and Warren H. Wagner, Jr, Lilleskov, Erik, Nagel, Linda
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Lesson Two – Tree Characteristics – Coniferous Trees
Time: 1 class Period
Materials – clipboards, writing utensils, Bound Notebook
1. Number trees 1-4 on school property. Try to have a variety of trees labeled.
On our property trees that I labeled were:
• White Pine
• Red Pine
• Eastern Hemlock
• Eastern Red Cedar
2. Break students into partners.
3. Challenge students to list the characteristics of each tree with the purpose of trying to determine the
species of tree. Walk around to each group guiding them to observe how branches are arranged on
trees.
4. Students are to draw 2-3 samples of each tree.
5. Rotate students through all 3 trees.
6. All groups return to tree 1
7. At tree discuss unique characteristics including tree. Have students describe the leaf. Begin
introducing vocabulary of scaly, needles, bundles, grouped, flattened.
8. Journal Entry: Describe how you can tell the differences between the four coniferous trees.
Lesson 3 – Use of Dichotomous Key to ID trees.
Time: 1 class Period
Materials – clipboards, writing utensils, bound notebook,
Tree ID guide - Wisconsin’s K-12 Forestry Education Program
http://www.uwsp.edu/cnr/LEAF/Adobe/Key.pdf

1.
2.
3.
4.

As a class identify tree #1. The purpose is to show them how to use the key.
Students working with partners will rotate through the 9 trees that we have discussed.
In journal students will list the characteristics used to ID each tree and ID the tree.
After all groups have identified all trees as a class rotate through each tree and share what they
believe the tree is and how they identified each tree.
5. Formative Assessment: Did each group correctly identify each tree?

Science objective: L.EC.06.11 Identify and describe examples of populations, communities, and ecosystems
including the Great Lakes region.
Sources: Burton V. Barnes and Warren H. Wagner, Jr, Lilleskov, Erik, Nagel, Linda
"Leaf - The Wisconsin K-12 Forestry Education Program"
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Lesson 4 – Tree Height and Diameter
Time: 2-3 class periods. Depends on how quickly groups grasp how to measure.
Materials – clipboards, writing utensils, bound notebook, meter sticks, clear tape, rope length cut to 33 feet
1. Download PDF file from: http://www.uwsp.edu/cnr/LEAF/Adobe/FieldEnhancements/5-6FE1.pdf
2. Complete pre-Activity and Activiy 1 from file.
It will take one class period to build measuring sticks and present how to use the Biltmore and hypsometer
stick. It is my recommendation you completely cover the meter sticks with tape. This will protect the sticks
from rain, dirt, general wear and tear from student use. Be sure to have them label their own meter stick with
group names.
3. Students should glue data sheets from PDF file into journal. This will help them to repeatedly see
how the data should look.
4. Return to tree one.
5. Groups will measure diameter and height of Tree 1.
6. Have groups rotate through the other 9 trees.
7. Once groups have completed all 9 trees discuss with class each tree’s height and diameter.
8. Formative Assessment – How accurately did each group measure tree’s height and diameter?

Teaching Points
1. What are logs?
2. Do not move head!
3. What do we do if cannot go 66 feet? Then go 33 feet and cut height in half.
Sources: Rivard, Jim, "Leaf - The Wisconsin K-12 Forestry Education Program"
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Lesson 5 – Duncan Woods
Time: 4-5 class periods
Materials – clipboards, writing utensils, bound notebook, meter sticks, clear tape, rope length cut to 33 feet,
Tree Data sheet
Duncan Woods description: We will be looking at four distinct areas in Duncan Woods.
4 areas to be measured:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Newly preserved area – mix of Maple, lots of undergrowth, young beech trees
Dominate Beech Tree
Dominate Eastern Hemlock
Mixed Beech and Easter Hemlock.

1. Take students to area one. Place groups in an orderly fashion throughout the area
2. Due to density of woods groups will measure out 33 feet from a center tree and they will be
responsible for gathering the data on all trees greater than 6 inches in diameter in their area.
3. Students will also need to describe what types of saplings, underbrush, litter on the forest floor.
4. Please take note of the area. Any dead falls, or areas where light has been opened up would be
proved an excellent opportunity to discuss the role of abiotic factors (light) on what type of tree will
grow there and why.
5. After all groups have completed measurement, in journals have students write a general description of
area.
6. You will repeat this for all four areas.
7. After completing the data on your groups will complete a class map of Duncan Woods with location
of Distinct Areas.
8. Calculate mean and mode of height of each species in area and add to description.
9. Discuss which would be a better measure of a forest mean or mode.
Assessment: Description of area.
5 points – Students describe most defining characteristics of area.
3 points – Students describe some of the defining characteristics of area.
1 point - Students describe little or none of the defining characteristics of the area.
Math objective
Math D.AN.08.01 Determine which measure of central tendency(mean, median, mode) best represents a data
set, e.g., salaries, home prices, for answering certain questions; justify the choice made.
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Tree Data
Location:______________________

Group #______, Names:
Tree Type

Height(logs)

Diameter – 6 inch minimum

On back describe undergrowth - list any saplings, forest floor litter, bushes,
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Lesson 6 –Mulligan’s Hollow
Time: Two class periods and lunch. I had to buy the kids Pizza so that we could walk to where we needed to
be and work though lunch and class.
Materials – clipboards, writing utensils, bound notebook, meter sticks, clear tape, rope length cut to 33 feet,
Tree Data sheet
Mulligan’s description: We will be looking at two distinct areas in Mulligan’s Hollow.
2 areas to be measured:
1. Backside of wooded dune – Red Pine Plantation
2. Top of wooded dune – mixed growth.

1. Repeat same procedure that you did in Duncan Woods.

Lesson 7 – The History of Grand Haven and human modification of the world around us.
Time: One class period.
Students will be writing a type 3(Essay) on all that we have done.
1. Have students rank which area that they have recorded are the oldest and why they think that they are
the oldest based on the date.
2. Based on prior knowledge they are to try to write a history of what happened to Duncan Woods and
Mulligan’s Hollow.
3. Read article on the history of both parks.
4. Compare what they thought happened to what really happened.
Final Assessment: Writing Essay meeting the 3 criteria areas
Type 3 Rubric or Essay.
Criteria 1 – Rank each area by age and use data to support their reasoning.(30points)
Criteria 2 – Write history hypothesis, include the role of humans.(10 points)
Criteria 3 – How did the real Grand Haven history fit with your ranking of age of each forest(10 points)
Objectives: All social Studies and Science objectives.
Source: Seibold, David
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